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(Pledge－Form B-3) 
Date: Year   Month   Day 

 Pledge 
 

To:The Dean 
Address:                          

          Full name:             
          （Signature）            

 
 
 I hereby pledge to comply with the following items regarding my enrollment to or employed or any as 
such by Nihon University. 
 
1.  During enrollment or employment or any as such at Nihon University, I will neither provide nor carry 

out any property belonging to the University without a permission. In any of the following cases, I will 
consult my supervisor (i.e., the academic staff accepting me as a student or a researcher) and, if 
necessary, take the prescribed procedures based on the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act, 
related laws and regulations, and the internal regulations of the University. 

 
 (1) In the case that I intend to provide technical information related to a research to a foreign country or 

to a non-resident or a resident under the significant influence of a non-resident (i.e., a person falling 
under the “Specific Categories”.) during this period, or in the case that it becomes clear during this 
period that I will provide such information after leaving the University. 

 
 (2) In the case that I intend to export (send, take abroad, etc.)research equipment, materials used in 

research, or tangible objects by a research during this period, or in the case that it becomes clear 
during this period that I will export these items after leaving the University. 

 
2．  I will not use the technical information obtained by a research for the development, production, use, 

or storage of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) (nuclear weapons, chemical weapons, biological 
weapons, WMD delivery systems such as missiles, and unmanned aerial vehicles), conventional 
weapons, or materials, components, or products used in these weapons. I will use such technical 
information only for civil purposes. 

 

 

※ Regarding to the “Specific Categories”, please refer to Page 4 of  

  https://www.meti.go.jp/policy/anpo/law_document/minashi/en_daigaku_.pdf. 

                                            

                              

 

https://www.meti.go.jp/policy/anpo/law_document/minashi/en_daigaku_.pdf

